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Through my time in ELAM, I learned that I am not genuinely funny, so I better not try! It really is okay just to be myself.

“The prestige of the ELAM program increased my image and recognition at the national level.”

The ELAM network is a fantastic resource for all professional and leadership dilemmas. Some examples are job search, hiring processes, preparation for an interview, negotiations for new positions, trouble shooting of existing institutional conflicts, and strategic planning. Most importantly, there is the invaluable human resource of our learning communities where no problem goes unresolved.

ELAM is a special and invaluable program for women leaders. I give to ELAM because I feel strongly that we should nurture our relationship with ELAM and the ELUMs. I hope that my contribution to ELAM will provide a basis for continued education for ELUMs in leadership and give a framework to help maintaining our valuable ELUM relationships.

...supporting a legacy of women’s leadership